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The essential quest is: 

 What medium (substrate) is needed for 
what type of information? 
 
In order to: internalize, or reuse, or look-up, 
or just quote. 



The Scientific Research Paper  
Intro 
Stating the problem 
Positioning 
Methods 
Results 
Interpretation 
Findings 
Leads to further work 

= A  standardized argumentational 
structure to pack a great variety of 
information & knowledge ‘entities’ in 
essay form.   

= An author centered product 

The discussion is always:  
Does the publisher caters for the authors and keeps them as friends; hence,  
the reader/ library pays? 
or 
Does the publisher caters for the readers and keep them as friends; hence, 
authors pay page charges? 

The author proudly presents her knowledge, claims and results 
But more often than not the reader only uses parts of the publication for own work 

So, what will change beyond PDF? 



Writing and Reading are 
asymmetric 

The author wants e.g.: 
- Priority & claim 
- Proof of expertise and status 
- Inform and discuss with colleagues  
- Convince sponsors  
The reader wants e.g.: 
- Information 
- Understanding 
- Usability  
- Anchor points for own work 
      Different granularities! 



Beyond PDF?  
Or beyond the essay? 

1) Communication chain between  
author & reader, to inform the reader.  
 
2) Added value chain to certify and validate the 
author’s work, status, job, prestige. Archiving  
 
 

We have to make a clear distinction between 
two chains 



Beyond PDF?  
Or beyond the essay? 

Page design is still based on the proven value of 
paper journals. 

PDF is only an electronic transportation vehicle of 
that very page. 

Enhanced PDF is the first step to network 
knowledge but still based on the page 
paradigm. 

 
The essay form is as if we address an innocent 

novice in the field 
 



Analog, Digital, and Binary  
Analog is a complete “view” (independent of the 
substrate: paper, display, retina).    
  Comprehensive for humans 
Digital is the breaking apart in notions (the >1K 
words of the picture).  
        Often understandable 
Binary is just one numerical calculation scheme. 
     Unintelligible  
Does these various forms require various 
substrates? 
=> Aside 1-6 



Aside 1- Language as being digital 
Analog  (a complete view) 
The iconograph is a picture  
Digital (a semantic unit) 
The phoneme is a letter from the  
western alphabet. (German: Buchstabe)  
Allows for  audio books 
Binary is the electronic representation:  
Force11= 
010000100110010100100000011100110111010101110010011001 
010010000001110100011011110010000001100100011100100110 
00101101110011010110010000001111001011011110111010101 
110010001000000100111101110110011000010110110001110100 
01101001011011100110010100101110 

Or HEX =66:6f:72:63:65:31:31                 By the way: Hex F0rce11= Decimal 240 

 



Aside 2- Except in English 
Analog:  
 
 
Digital/ Alphabetical: Sound = Fish 
Phonological: GHOTI (with thanks to Bernard Shaw) 
the gh = f as in rouGH 
the o = i as in wOmen 
the ti = sh as in naTIon 

The word - not the syllable - is the unit 
Binary: www.Binaryfish.com. A company for Microsoft apps.  
  Conclusion: A methods for English does not 
  necessarily fit as model for other languages! 

http://www.binaryfish.com/


From: http://ewhomecare.com/services/woundcare.html 

Aside 3: Analog THE REAL THING 



Summary of inflammation showing key inflammatory cells - mast cells and neutrophils 
From: http://www.hcc.bcu.ac.uk/physiology/woundhealing.htm  

Aside 4: Digital; Breaking apart in linguistic notions 



The clotting cascade showing the intrinsic and extrinsic pathways  
From: http://www.hcc.bcu.ac.uk/physiology/woundhealing.htm  

Aside 5: Binary Tree; manipulation & calculation 

http://www.hcc.bcu.ac.uk/physiology/woundhealing.htm


A simulation of the decay of a Higgs boson in a linear 
collider detector. (Image courtesy of Norman Graf.)  
From: http://public.web.cern.ch/public/ 

 
Aside 6: Making an Analog Explanation (from the 
unintelligible)     
 

Fireworks as metaphor  



Development of a two-leaf 
light use efficiency model 
for improving the 
calculation of terrestrial 
gross primary productivity 
By:  Mingzhu Hea, + 11 co-
authors 
Agricultural and Forest 
Meteorology 
Volume 173, 15 May 2013, 
Pages 28–39 

A typical scientific article 



Is a Scientific Article 
a hors d’oevre of 
consumable 
knowledge and 
information entities? 

Randomized or structured consumption? 



A scholarly paper has a traditional 
purpose  

Show the reader that you know about the issue 
Define the quest you are dealing with 
Explain the context of the research 
Explain the working methods 
Present and defend the results 
Draw conclusions and state further questions 

A scholarly paper has a reasoning, a rhetoric 
and an argumentational structure 



Breaking up the essay 
Researchers/students leaf, browse, read 
haphazardly, go to and fro. (work of e.g. Kircz et al., 
Tenopir et al.) 
Two ways of attacking the traditional essay: 
1) Breaking apart in comprehensive modules, each 
representing a stage in the reasoning and 
presentations. (Kircz/Harmsze) 
2) Leaving the flow of the essay (or module) and 
look at the grammar. 
Anita de Waard’s dictum: “In defense of the clause 
as the unit of thought” 



From: Fréderique Harmsze: A modular Structure for scientific articles in an electronic environment 
PhD Univ. of Amsterdam 2000 



From: Fréderique Harmsze: 
 A modular Structure for scientific articles  
in an electronic environment 
PhD Univ. of Amsterdam 2000 

Demands typed hyperlinks! 

Organizational hyperlinks 
 
Argumentative hyperlinks 

Hyperlinks have a meaning! 



In this model the shortest Scientific 
paper will be a typed Hyperlink 

Notion 
Notion 1 

Notion 2 

Has an author 

Has a publication date 

Expresses a new idea 

Due credits to literature 

Fits in a genre 

Certifiable 

Can be validated 



Old & new added value 
Publisher’s tasks/rôles 

Primary key values are still:  
   validation & certification (V&C) 
Secondary key values are still: 
   presentation & dissemination 
New key values are related also to readers’ needs: 
V&C of components of scientific reporting,  
Aggregation per genre as well as per kind of 
information/knowledge (text, animation, data,…) 
Multiple presentations on various substrates  
 
 



 
V&C of components of scientific 

reporting 1 
 Text:  

1)Language brushing-up in order to enable English to 
be a lingua franca. Readers must understand 
2)Text structuring: themes & tools. Rs must follow 
3)Integration of specific keyword ontologies in the 
text processors (pre-coordination in IR terms). Rs 
must find 
4)Plagiarism checks & balances (due citation). Rs 
must trust 
5)Aggregation in repositories. Rs must roam around 



 
V&C of components of scientific 

reporting 2 
 Sound & Visuals:  

1)Standardization of illustrations, sound & 
(moving) pictures to enable overlays & 
comparison. Rs compare 
2)Metadata grammars for sound & vision. (Here 
also pre-coordination by the author where 
possible.) Rs must find and understand in context 
3)Standards for including animations (games) Rs 
must understand the underlying constraints 



 
V&C of components of scientific 

reporting 3 
 Data:  

1)Standardization units (per field & genre). 
Readers reuse and compare. 
2)Metadata grammars for storage 
3)Plagiarism checks & balances (due citation) 
4)Shared repositories of original (raw) data 
5)Etc. 



 
V&C of components of scientific 

reporting 4a  
 Aggregation & Dissemination :  

1) Comprehensive coupled databases. DOI per 
“module” (textual, dataset, visuals…)  
2)Relevant search methodologies based on 
content (genre dependent ontologies) as well as 
probabilistic methods.   
 
E.g. Elsevier’s Clinical Key or Geofacits experiment. 

= > see aside 7 



Aside 7: To what extent can technology help us 



 
V&C of components of scientific 

reporting 4b  
 Aggregation & Dissemination:  

1.What message demands what substrate??? 
2.Colour dynamic range is still better on film than 
digital, pace Kodak’s bankruptcy  
3.Data lists are out of print (telephone directory) 
4.Look-up tables 
   
Though! In a paper encyclopedia or dictionary we 
often also read the adjacent lemmas  
=> Aside 8 



Aside 8. Paper books 





 
V&C of components of scientific 

reporting 4c  
 Aggregation & Dissemination: 

 
 Finally: Paper vs. Displays!! 
 



Inst. for Netherlands History 
Digital Women Lexicon 
 ~1450 C&V entries 
  Web based! 



     



Paper vs. Displays 1 
What do in-depth tests teach us. 

Electronic media 
Difficult to search by visual recognition / memory (data 
driven) 
E-Ink reads like paper and therefore, many novels can be 
read on e-readers, because the flow of reading is defined 
by the author. Page design is less important.  
 
LCD, etc. screens flicker and back-lit screen weary the 
eye after intense reading for hours. (Yes we can, we also 
read form CRTs and accepted Camera ready books) 
 



Paper vs. Displays 2 
Paper media  
Ideal for long reading, learning, internalizing the content 
Leafing and browsing 
Note making, scribbles, annotation 
Coffee spillage, etc.  
Visual inspection when in piles, dog ears 
Writing is still faster than typing 
Writing is emotionally/mentally  
 more than punching letters! 
 
Unity of text and visuals 
PDF/DjVu/Postscript are Polaroids of Oil paintings. 
They act as intermediate transmission medium and are beautiful for printing! 
For a report of an in-depth study: Judith Stoop, Paulien Kreutzer, and Joost Kircz: . Reading 
and learning from screens versus print a study in changing habits. Draft 2012. To be published. 
And references therein! 
 



Development of a two-
leaf light use efficiency 
model for improving the 
calculation of terrestrial 
gross primary 
productivity 
By:  Mingzhu Hea, + 11 
co-authors 
Agricultural and Forest 
Meteorology 
Volume 173, 15 May 
2013, Pages 28–39 



Conclusions for Publishing 1 
Added value for author & reader 

A) Take article components as serious as the whole article. 
B) Develop standards for non-text elements (XML family) 
C) Organize dedicated reviewing for non-text elements 

(standards & procedures) 
D) Develop genre specific metadata (semantics) 
E) Develop genre specific hyper-link grammars (see my previous 

work on typed hyperlinking). 

F) Develop understanding of the design of electronic works 
where text, visuals and sound are integrated.  

G) Ensure validation and certification of the above. 



Conclusions for Publishing 2 
Added value for reading 

Make sure that the various content components are collected 
in a DB, in such a way that reuse is possible and 
presented in all necessary dedicated substrates. 

Data storage: 1) reuse (whole & partly), 2) merging with ditto 
data. 3) feeding into visualization software,…. 

Visuals: 1) colour integrity, 2) resolution integrity, 3) overlays, 
…. 

Text: Overview of the flow of reasoning, typed hyper-links 
(intra & inter), ergonomics of presentation,……   

Allow digital for fast browsing, allow analog for 
internalization by humans. 

Experiment as much as you can. Publishing is a craft! 
 



Please follow or disagree, 
  but argue! 

www.kra.nl (for all publications) 

University of Applied Sciences Amsterdam 

http://www.kra.nl/
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